Bacterial chemotaxis receptors are elongated homodimeric coiled-coil bundles, which transduce signals generated in an N-terminal sensor domain across 15-20 nm to a conserved C-terminal signaling subdomain. This signal transduction regulates the activity of associated kinases, altering the behavior of the flagellar motor and hence cell motility. Signaling is in turn modulated by selective methylation and demethylation of specific glutamate and glutamine residues in an adaptation subdomain. We have determined the structure of a chimeric protein, consisting of the HAMP domain from Archaeoglobus fulgidus Af1503 and the methyl-accepting domain of Escherichia coli Tsr. It shows a 21 nm coiled coil that alternates between two coiled-coil packing modes: canonical knobs-into-holes and complementary x-da, a variant form related to the canonical one by axial rotation of the helices. Comparison of the obtained structure to the Thermotoga maritima chemoreceptor TM1143 reveals that they adopt different axial rotation states in their adaptation subdomains. This conformational change is presumably induced by the upstream HAMP domain and may modulate the affinity of the chemoreceptor to the methylationdemethylation system. The presented findings extend the cogwheel model for signal transmission to chemoreceptors.
Introduction
Chemotaxis is a process whereby chemical changes in the environment are translated into altered cell motility. Accordingly, most sensors are integral membrane proteins with an extracellular ligand-binding and an intracellular signaling domain. Some of the most common sensors, methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) are extended helical bundles, whose cytosolic domains typically comprise two parts: a HAMP domain and methyl-accepting domain comprising an adaptation, a flexible bundle, and a signaling subdomain (Aravind and Ponting, 1999; Falke and Kim, 2000; Alexander and Zhulin, 2007) . The HAMP domain extends continuously from the transmembrane helices and connects, equally continuously, to the N-terminal helices of the methyl-accepting domain. We have proposed that it serves as a universal signal converter, translating different kinds of input into conformational changes in downstream domains via concerted axial rotation of all four of its helices, a mechanism we have termed the 'cogwheel model' (Hulko et al., 2006; Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010a; Ferris et al., 2011 Ferris et al., , 2012 . The adaptation subdomain is the site of signal modulation and contains several residues that undergo reversible methylation in response to receptor stimulation. Almost all MCPs contain the HAMP domain and an adaptation subdomain (Alexander and Zhulin, 2007; Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010a) . The greatest sequence conservation across all MCPs occurs in the signaling subdomain and this region has been shown to directly interact with the accessory kinase responsible for regulating the bacterial flagellum (Francis et al., 2004) . The linker connecting the adaptation and signaling subdomains has been proposed to represent a flexible bundle with dynamic core packing properties (Alexander and Zhulin, 2007) .
A considerable amount of molecular and biochemical data, most extensively for the adaptation subdomain, have provided clues as to the structural changes along the length of the chemoreceptor during signal transduction. In the bacterial chemotaxis transducer Tsr, attractant binding induces an increase in methylation at five key glutamates (Rice and Dahlquist, 1991) by the methyl transferase CheR, which in turn results in decreased ligand affinity. Attractant removal results in increased demethylation by the methyl esterase CheB and, in turn, increased ligand affinity (two of the glutamates are encoded as glutamines in the sequence and must be deamidated by CheB before they can enter the cycle of methylation and demethylation). These balancing methylation states also regulate the kinase-stimulating activity of the chemoreceptor, constantly resetting it to a baseline level in order to allow for the detection of changes in stimulus concentrations (Eisenbach, 2004; Adler, 2011) . Thus, structural changes in the adaptation subdomain are closely tied to the conformational changes involved in signal transduction.
The cytosolic domains of chemoreceptors have long been described as coiled coils (Lupas et al., 1991; Le Moual and Koshland, 1996) . These are bundles of a-helices in parallel or antiparallel orientation, whose sidechains mesh in a regular geometry, termed knobs-into-holes (Crick, 1953) , in the core of the structure. This regular meshing requires that sidechains occupy periodically equivalent positions along the helical interfaces, causing the a-helices (with 3.6 residues per turn on average in the undistorted state) to curve and reduce their periodicity to 3.5, or 7 residues over 2 turns relative to the bundle axis (the heptad repeat). The seven recurrent positions of the heptad repeat are labeled a-g, with a and d forming the hydrophobic core, e and g engaging in flanking (typically polar) interactions across the helix interfaces, and b, c, and f forming the solvent-exposed coat. In parallel coiled coilssuch as in the HAMP part of chemoreceptors -the core residues form homomeric layers (a-a-a-a and d-d-d-d). In antiparallel coiled coils -such as in the remaining part of the cytoplasmic domainthe core residues form mixed layers (a-d-a-d and d-a-d-a) (for a detailed description of coiled-coil structure see Lupas and Gruber, 2005) .
Coiled coils may depart locally or globally from heptad periodicity, leading to the formation of core layers in which the sidechains point towards each other. Sidechains pointing across the central axis of the coiled coil are in x geometry, whereas sidechains pointing side-ways, enclosing a central cavity, are in da geometry. In the HAMP domain (Hulko et al., 2006 ), x and da geometries are not brought about by altering the heptad periodicity, but by a 26°axial rotation of all four helices: when viewed from the membrane, the N-terminal helices are rotated in a counterclockwise manner, contributing positions a-d-e of the heptad repeat to the hydrophobic core, while the C-terminal helices are rotated clockwise and contribute positions a-d-g. The resulting core packing, which engages three rather than two positions per heptad, is called complementary x-da. Whereas the knobs-intoholes packing geometry is fixed (0°), complementary x-da packing (ca. 26°) can exist at a spectrum of intermediate angles (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010b; Ferris et al., 2011) .
Despite decades of intense research, to date only three chemotaxis receptors have yielded structures of the cytoplasmic domain and each only for parts thereof: the Escherichia coli serine receptor, Tsr (Kim et al., 1999; 1QU7) , and the Thermotoga maritima receptor TM1143 (Park et al., 2006; 2CH7) , both integral to the membrane, and the soluble receptor TM14 (Pollard et al., 2009; 3G67, 3G6B) . Here we present the first structure of the entire cytoplasmic portion of a chemoreceptor, albeit of a chimeric nature. We demonstrate several transitions in coiled-coil packing geometry along the length of the structure and extend the cogwheel model of signal transduction by axial helix rotation to the adaptation subdomain of chemoreceptors. Axial helix rotation as a mechanism of signal-transduction was first proposed for chemoreceptors by Cochran and Kim (1996) and has recently been substantiated also for adenylyl cyclases (Kanchan et al., 2010; Ferris et al., 2011; Mondejar et al., 2012) and histidine kinases (Albanesi et al., 2009; Casino et al., 2009; Möglich et al., 2009; Ferris et al., 2012; Diensthuber et al., 2013) .
Materials and methods

Preparation of HAMP(A291V)-cTsr protein
The Af1503 HAMP(A291V) [S278-L326]-cTsr [M264-F551] expression construct was made by PCR amplifications (Phusion DNA-polymerase, Finnzymes) of the cloned isolated Archaeoglobus fulgidus HAMP coding region and of the cTsr coding region from E. coli genomic DNA, followed by a round of overlap PCR. The resulting fragment was ligated into NdeI and XhoI restriction sites of plasmid pET30b (Novagen). The A291V mutation was introduced into the HAMP sequence by overlap extension PCR with mutagenic primers. For expression, BL21(DE3) Gold cells (Stratagene) were transformed with the expression vector. 3 l of culture were grown at 37°C, induced with 1 mM IPTG when OD600 reached 0.4-0.6, and harvested after 6-8 h of induction. After resuspension in 30 mM MOPS, 50 mM NaCl buffer, cells were lysed by French pressure cell. The soluble fraction of the lysate was loaded onto a QHP anion exchange column and eluted via a salt gradient. Sample containing fractions were then subjected to ammonium sulfate precipitation at a final concentration of 35% and resuspended target protein loaded onto a Superdex G-20026/ 60 gel-size exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare) and eluted with appropriate buffer. Target protein was concentrated with Amicon concentrators (Millipore) for structural analysis.
Throughout the article, we will refer to residues using their number in the protein of origin, in order to make our statements immediately comparable to results reported in other articles. Only when we refer specifically to the structure of the chimera, 3ZX6, will we use the numbering of that protein and then specify this clearly, together with the equivalent numbers in the intact proteins.
X-ray crystallographic analysis of HAMP(A291V)-cTsr
The HAMP-cTsr fusion protein was crystallized using sitting drops prepared by mixing 300 nl each of protein and reservoir solution on 96:3 Intelli plates (Art Robbins) using a Honeybee 961 crystallization robot (Genomic Solutions). Crystallization screens were purchased from Hampton research (Aliso Vieja, CA). The drops were analyzed by the Rock Imager 54 system (Formulatrix, Waltham, MA). Crystallization conditions were obtained under 20% PEG 4000, 100 mM HEPES, pH 7.5. Crystals were taken from the crystallization drop and shortly immersed into a reservoir solution containing 10% PEG 400 and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Xray data were collected at beamline PXII at the Swiss Light Source (Villigen, Switzerland). Diffraction experiments were conducted at 100 K and images were recorded on a 225 mm MARCCD camera (MAR Research, Norderstedt). Data were indexed, integrated and scaled by the programs XDS and XSCALE (Kabsch, 2010) . The structure was solved by molecular replacement starting from the Af1503 HAMP crystal structure (PDB-entry: 3ZRX) for the HAMP domain and the Tsr structure model (PDB-entry: 1QU7) for the extended Tsr domain. Model building and refinement of the structure was performed in CCP4 using Refmac (Murshudov et al., 1997; Winn et al., 2011) and Coot (Emsley et al., 2010) . The structure geometry was analyzed using Procheck and Molprobity (Laskowski et al., 1993; Chen et al., 2010) . Data collection and refinement statistics are summarized in Table 1 . The coordinates for the structure were deposited in the Protein Data Bank with the accession number 3ZX6.
Bioinformatic analysis of HAMP(A291V)-cTsr
Analyses were performed within the MPI Bioinformatics Toolkit (Biegert et al., 2006) . Two chemoreceptor structures, 3ZX6 and 2CH7, were analyzed with the SamCC program (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010b) . The HAMP domain and the cTsr domains of 3ZX6 (our HAMP(A291V)-cTsr structure) were analyzed separately using the reference register published by Alexander and Zhulin, (2007) . In addition the two-helical linker between the HAMP and the cTsr domains was analyzed using the TWISTER program (Strelkov and Burkhard, 2002) . The 2CH7 structure was analyzed using the same approach. For each four-helical bundle we calculated the Crick angle deviations, and plotted the averaged values against the consecutive layers of each structure.
Using the Alexander and Zhulin chemoreceptor sequence alignment (Alexander and Zhulin, 2007) we calculated the average hydrophobicity of each of the seven heptad positions within the adaptation subdomain. We used the hydrophobicity scale of Kyte and Doolittle (1982) . Functionality plots were based on a manual collation of functional data published for chemoreceptors over the last decades. A total of 71 adaptation subdomain mutations drawn from Ala scanning studies, Cys substitution experiments and suppressor variant sequencing and correlating with changes in kinase activity were plotted versus helix position (Mutoh et al., 1986; Oosawa and Simon, 1986; Ames and Parkinson, 1988; Danielson et al., 1997; Bass and Falke, 1999; Starrett and Falke, 2005; Winston et al., 2005; Swain et al., 2009) . Though more of the mutations mapped to the N-helix relative to the C-helix (49 vs. 22), for the sake of clarity, the data for both helices were combined.
Results and discussion
Structure of the Af1503 HAMP(A291V)-cTsr fusion construct
Membrane-bound chemoreceptors naturally contain HAMP domains; this includes the intensely studied Tar, Tsr and Trg chemoreceptors of enteric bacteria. Nevertheless, it has so far not proven possible to solve the structure of the complete cytosolic domain of a chemoreceptor. In both structures of cytosolic domains from membrane receptors, E. coli Tsr and T. maritima TM1143, the HAMP domain had to be omitted in order to obtain protein crystals. In the Tsr structure, this omission led to a non-physiological splaying of the helices within the adaptation subdomain, which limited the usefulness of the structure for the interpretation of functional mutations in this region. In light of this, we decided to revisit the Tsr structure, using a chimera with a robust, crystallizable HAMP domain. We therefore replaced the HAMP domain of Tsr with that of Af1503, a putative receptor from the archaeon A. fulgidus (Hulko et al., 2006; Ferris et al., 2011) , fusing residues S278-L326 of Af1503 in the correct register to residues M264-F551 of the Tsr cytoplasmic domain (cTsr) (Fig. 1A) .
Af1503 HAMP is a four-helical parallel coiled coil that is stably folded and easy to manipulate under a range of conditions. Correspondingly, native and chimeric constructs containing this domain have consistently proven amenable to structure determination, both by crystallography and NMR (Hulko et al., 2006; Ferris et al., 2011 Ferris et al., , 2012 Ferris et al., , 2014 Hartmann et al., 2014) . Within this framework we have been able to create and test substitution variants, based on the prediction that increasing the sidechain size of the unusually small core residue at position A291 would progressively bias its packing state from complementary x-da to canonical knobsinto-holes. These two packing states, related by axial rotation of the helices, were proposed to be associated with different signaling states (cogwheel model of signal transduction) (Hulko et al., 2006) . The resulting A291 variants were found to transduce signals in chimeras with all three major signal output domains: histidine kinase (Ferris et al., 2012) , adenylyl cyclase (Kanchan et al., 2010; Mondejar et al., 2012) and chemoreceptor (Hulko et al., 2006) . All chimeras showed progressively decreasing activity with increasing sidechain size at position A291. Moreover, structures of A291 variants proved the existence of both packing geometries and their correlation with alternate activities in two of these output reporter systems (histidine kinase and adenylyl cyclase) (Ferris et al., 2011 (Ferris et al., , 2012 . In fact, structural studies of HAMP fused N-terminally to the DHp domain (the dimerization and histidine phosphorylation domain of the E. coli histidine kinase, EnvZ) revealed forwarding of conformational changes from the output C-terminal helices of HAMP into the top of the DHp domain via a stutter-containing linker (Ferris et al., 2012) .
In this study, we attempted to crystallize constructs containing the wild-type, A291V and A291 F variants of Af1503 HAMP and obtained crystals only for the HAMP(A291V) variant. The structure of this protein was resolved to 2.7 Å and shows a $210 Å-long homodimeric four-helical bundle (Fig. 1B) . In its top part, the HAMP(A291V) domain assumes the same structure as in isolation (Hulko et al., 2006) and in fusion with the EnvZ DHp domain (Ferris et al., 2012) to within 0.5 Å in Ca root-mean-square deviation (r.m.s.d) (Fig. 2) . It shows a parallel coiled coil, in which the N-and C-terminal helices of each monomer are joined by a right-handed connector of 13 residues. The C-terminal HAMP output helices lead continuously into the N-terminal helices of Sequence of the chimera comprising residues S278-L326 of A. fulgidus Af1503 HAMP and M264-F551 of E. coli Tsr. The A291V mutation in the HAMP domain is marked in red; otherwise the color scheme is as in panel A. Underlined sequence corresponds to the previously published structure of the cytoplasmic domain from E. coli Tsr (1QU7). Bolded sequence corresponds to the structure presented in this paper. The numbering in the figure follows the position of the residues in their native proteins. The equivalent numbers in the chimeric protein are: A15V; deamidated/methylated residues Q84, E91, Q98, E280, E289; glycine hinge G127, G128, G226. the long, antiparallel coiled coil formed by cTsr. These extend sequentially through the adaptation, flexible bundle and signaling subdomains, and connect via a tight turn to the C-terminal helices, which complete the subdomains in reverse order. In this way, residues far apart in the sequence assemble into local motifs: Gly340, Gly341, and Gly439 form the glycine hinge towards the middle of the flexible bundle (Coleman et al., 2005) , and the methyl-accepting residues Q297, E304, Q311, E493, and E502 come to fairly equidistantly line the adaptation subdomain ( Fig. 1 ) (Rice and Dahlquist, 1991) . The C-terminal helices of cTsr end so close to the HAMP domain that the following non-helical residues engage in a short parallel b-interaction with the HAMP connector in one subunit of the complex. Indeed, when viewed from the top of the structure, the C-terminal helices of cTsr form a continuous extension to the N-terminal helices of HAMP. The global structure resembles a straight rod due to the apparent continuity of the helical axes between domains. In this configuration, it is tempting to propose that a b-interaction between the HAMP connector and cTsr presents a potential second site of conformational input from HAMP to the downstream adaptation subdomain of the methyl-accepting domain. Previous studies have already demonstrated the importance of the HAMP connector in signal propagation. Analysis of a polyHAMP structure showed extensive HAMP-connector contacts, prompting researchers to propose that a concerted rearrangement of helical structure and connector interactions occurred during conversion between HAMP signaling states (Airola et al., 2010) . More recently, the Af1503 HAMP connector has been proven in vitro to participate in signal propagation to a downstream domain in MCP-HAMP-adenylyl cyclase constructs (Mondejar et al., 2012) . In these studies connector mutations affecting the interaction between the HAMP helices and the connector altered cyclase activity. Alternatively, the b-interaction between the HAMP connector and cTsr could confer rigidity to the local structure. Under these circumstances, localized changes in conformation would be preferred as a means of signal transduction along the length of the receptor, as opposed to large-scale changes in the orientation of the HAMP domain relative to the adaptation subdomain, for instance.
Core packing geometry of HAMP(A291V)-cTsr
We determined the geometry of helix interactions in the HAMP(A291V)-cTsr chimera using the program SamCC (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010b) and corroborated it by visual assessment of the structure (Figs. 3 and 4) . SamCC parameterizes a given helical bundle and then measures the deviation of these parameters from those of an idealized coiled coil. Of particular interest for the analysis of our structure, the program calculates Crick angle deviations, which describe rotational discrepancies of residues relative to the bundle axis.
As noted above, the HAMP domain of our construct shows the same packing of core residues as previously observed in isolation and in fusion with a C-terminal DHp domain (Ferris et al., 2011 (Ferris et al., , 2012 (Fig. 2) . The N-terminal helices are in complementary x-da packing, whereas the C-terminal output helices are in knobs-intoholes packing. The output helices are close to parallel and connect to cTsr via a short linker (RSLMRTVG). The top of cTsr, on the other hand, is clearly in complementary x-da packing mode, as shown by the upper cross-section in Fig. 3A , and as indicated by the positioning of the axial helix rotation deviation curve at about +26° (Fig. 4) . The difference in packing states between the two domains is bridged in the linker by a stutter (T266, V267; bold in the sequence of the linker above; T53, V54 in the chimeric structure 3ZX6), similar to that previously observed in other signaling proteins following HAMP domains (Ferris et al., 2012; Airola et al., 2010; Stewart and Chen, 2010; Zhou et al., 2009) (Fig. 4) . A stutter is the most common departure in coiled coil heptad periodicity and is equivalent to the insertion of four residues into the heptad pattern (Brown et al., 1996) , which also causes a local drop in the degree of supercoiling and resets the position of the hydrophobic face of each helix by 52°. In this case, the threonine occupies a d position following the heptad pattern coming down from the HAMP domain, whereas the directly following valine occupies an a position following the heptad pattern coming up from the adaptation subdomain.
The entire complementary x-da packing geometry in the adaptation subdomain is formed exclusively by the a, d, and g heptad positions (hence, all Crick angle deviations have positive values) (Figs. 3B, and 4) . The N-terminal helices contribute the d position (x geometry) and the C-terminal helices the g and a positions (da geometry); the cross-section of the bundle is rhombic (Fig. 3A) . All five methylation and demethylation targets lie within this region of complementary x-da packing (Fig. 3B) , forming a ridge along the outer side of the chemoreceptor, with all but one being in c positions, the last one being in e position (Fig. 3) . Coincident to the transition from the adaptation subdomain to the subsequent flexible bundle, the degree of axial helix rotation deviation decreases to 0°, with the coiled coil packing becoming clearly canonical knobs-into-holes (Fig. 3) . This packing transition occurs within the first two heptads of the flexible bundle (and significantly upstream of the glycine hinge proposed to couple transduced signal to kinase activity (Coleman et al., 2005) ). At this point both helix pairs contribute a and d residues to the core, and the cross-section of the bundle is square. Downstream of the flexible bundle, the coiled coil packing transitions over a short stretch back to a complementary x-da conformation (a-d-g), which is maintained to the tip. Chemoreceptor signaling subdomains display high sequence conservation across MCPs and have been reported to be very similar across all three currently available structures (Alexander and Zhulin, 2007; Pollard et al., 2009) . Accordingly, our signaling subdomain can be superimposed with those of the other three structures with less than 1 Å r.m.s.d in Ca positions (Fig. 2) .
The alternation in core packing geometries along our structure supports a model of chemoreceptor signal transduction by axial helix rotation between these two states. The stutter ameliorates the inherent tension in packing between the HAMP and the adaptation subdomains, by transitioning from knobs-into-holes to x-da packing with only 26°rotation of the HAMP C-helix relative to the cTsr N-helix. The threonine is shifted out of the core, but the valine remains in the a geometry (as part of the da layer following up from cTsr). In contrast, with the rotated form of HAMP (i.e., wildtype) the stutter exacerbates the conflict in packing conformations. The output helices of wildtype HAMP are in complementary x-da and would thus contribute an x layer at the stutter, in conflict with the da layer from cTsr (Ferris et al., 2011 (Ferris et al., , 2012 . The resulting tension at the stutter would then be relieved by a change of core packing geometry in the cTsr adaptation subdomain -i.e., by rotation. We previously noted such a conflict of registers across a stutter-containing linker between HAMP and DHp in Af1503-EnvZ chimeras (Ferris et al., 2012) .
Evidence of alternate packing states in the adaptation subdomain
Due to the splaying of the C-terminal helices in the Tsr structure, and the distortions (bulging, kinking) resulting in strong asymmetry in the TM14 structures, only one of the published chemoreceptor structures could be effectively analyzed with SamCC, Thermotoga TM1143c (2CH7). The Crick angle deviations of this chemoreceptor were aligned with our construct according to the sequence alignment of Alexander and Zhulin (2007) Fig. 4) . Interestingly, the adaptation subdomain of TM1143c displays a packing intermediate between canonical knobs-into-holes and complementary x-da formed by positions a, d and g. In other regions, the TM1143c structure strongly resembles the one presented in this study -it undergoes a comparable transition at the start of its flexible bundle subdomain to knobs-into-holes packing, with the following signaling subdomain also returning to complementary x-da packing. The same packing transitions between the adaptation subdomain, the flexible bundle, and the signaling subdomain have been reported for Thermotoga TM14 (Pollard et al., 2009) . The above suggests that the adaptation subdomain is the only one that undergoes structural changes in response to the upstream domain.
Subsequent sequence analysis of the entire family of chemoreceptor proteins revealed that residues in a, d and g positions are markedly more hydrophobic in the adaptation subdomain (Fig. 5,  upper panel) . This supports the notion that the two packing modes observed in both SamCC-analyzed structures reflect a general feature of adaptation subdomains and that both packing states are relevant to the conformational ensemble. In line with this, analysis of chemoreceptor functional data collected over several decades (Mutoh et al., 1986; Oosawa and Simon, 1986; Ames and Parkinson, 1988; Danielson et al., 1997; Bass and Falke, 1999; Starrett and Falke, 2005; Winston et al., 2005; Swain et al., 2009) demonstrates that alteration of the physiochemical properties of a, d, or g positions within the adaptation subdomain was most light red) , whereas values of 0-10°correspond to canonical, knobs-into-holes packing (highlighted in light green). The steep transition in Crick angles in the linker is due to the stutter, which represents the only discontinuity in the heptad sequence pattern of the chimera and which offsets the Crick angle by approximately 50°. Gaps were introduced into the HAMP(A291V)-cTsr plot to align the corresponding domains according to Alexander and Zhulin (2007) . The location of methylated residues is shown with green circles and of the glycine hinge with yellow circles (Perez et al., 2006) . often associated with dramatic change in kinase activity (e.g. locked on or locked off phenotypes) (Fig. 5, lower panel) .
Conclusion
In the context of our structure and bioinformatic analyses, we propose that signal regulation in MCPs occurs by axial helix rotation in the adaptation subdomain. Previous studies with Tsr have shown that when the signaling tip is expressed in cells alone, the kinase can be activated causing a clockwise swimming bias in cells. However, when a Tsr fragment containing the adaptation subdomain in addition to the signaling tip is expressed, the adaptation residues must be methylated in order for the kinase to be turned on enough to elicit a similar phenotype. (Ames and Parkinson, 1994; Ames et al., 1996; Sandy Parkinson, personal communication) . This suggests that the tip of the cytoplasmic domain appears to be decoupled from signaling, enabling it to present a stable platform for association with the kinase machinery. This is reminiscent of the model of signal transduction recently proposed for histidine kinases (Ferris et al., 2012; Diensthuber et al., 2013) . Histidine kinases are also dimeric coiled-coil receptors that often possess a HAMP domain followed by a DHp domain and a catalytic domain that interacts with a phospho-accepting histidine on DHp. We observed that conformational changes associated with signaling extend from the output C-helices of the HAMP domain, causing the largest changes at the top of the DHp domain, but not extending to the histidine or the tip of the receptor. In our model, the kinase-on state is characterized by flexible attachment of the catalytic domain, which is then free to phosphorylate the histidine. Changes in coiled-coil packing at the top of DHp alter the surface epitope in this region, allowing recognition of the catalytic domain such that it becomes sequestered, promoting the kinase-off state. A conserved proline residue just below the phospho-accepting histidine decouples the tip of the DHp domain from signaling, leaving it as an invariant platform for recognition of substrate proteins.
Based on this and our analyses, it is likely that chemoreceptor regulation also occurs by alteration of protein surface epitopes in the adaptation subdomain and driven by a change in core packing geometry. Furthermore, the gylcine hinge, which has previously been proposed to play a mechanistic role in kinase on-off switching, could serve a similar decoupling role as the conserved proline in histidine kinases (Coleman et al., 2005) . However, the exact nature of the epitope recognition and how it may be modulated by methylation remains unknown and is the subject of future research.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note, that in addition to the mechanistic parallels that can be drawn between our model of MCP signaling and that of histidine kinases, there are also striking structural parallels. The MCP cytoplasmic domain resembles an elongated DHP domain of a histidine kinase. This prompts us to speculate that the basic architecture of membrane receptors may have evolved by embellishment of an original two-domain (HAMP-like/DHP-like) receptor configuration through the addition of different structural modules. Such a model of receptor evolution would imply that signal transduction by axial helix rotation is a fundamental characteristic of all receptors. . Support for alternate packing states of the adaptation subdomain. Coiled-coil residue hydrophobicity and phenotypic data for the adaptation subdomain were analyzed. The top panel displays the calculated relative hydrophobicities for all seven coiled coil positions in all four helices of the adaptation subdomain. The bottom panel presents the relative relevance of each heptad position on chemoreceptor activity as assessed by collation of functional data for chemoreceptor adaptation subdomain point variants (Swain et al., 2009; Starrett and Falke, 2005; Winston et al., 2005; Bass and Falke, 1999; Danielson et al., 1997; Ames and Parkinson, 1988; Mutoh et al., 1986; Oosawa and Simon, 1986) .
